Amixed-signal architecture for estimating the 3-D direction cosines of a broadband traveling wave impinging on an array of four sensors is presented. The architecture implements gradient Row, which converls the problem of resolving time delays between Sensor observations into the problem of estimating relative amplitudes of spatial and temporal derivatives over the array. Direction cosines of the source are obtained through least-squares adaptation on the derivative signals. Least-squares adaptive cancelation of commonmode leakthrough and correlated double sampling in finite-difference derivative estimation reduce common-mode offsets and l/f noise for increased differential sensitivity. Experimental results from an integrated circuit for acoustic localization demonstrate decimation of timedelays with 5 ps resolution at 2 kHz sampling rate.
INTRODUCTION

Continued trends towards miniaturization of integrated sensors
Section 2 presents the gradient flow approach to localizing a single source in the free field. Gradients in time and space are estimated using finite differences on an array of four sensors in the plane. Section 3 presents a mixed-signal architecture implementing gradient flow. including least-squares adaptation for commonmode rejection and bearing estimation. Experimental results from a fabricated prototype are presented in Section 4.
GRADIENT FLOW LOCALIZATION
A traveling wave emitted by a source is observed over a distribution of sensors in space, which here we consider to he discrete but
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which could he continuous. We define T(r) as the time lag between the wavefront at point r and the wavefront at the center of the array, i.e., the propagation time T(r) is referenced to the center of the array. For an integrated MEMS or VLSl array with dimensions typically smaller than I cm, the the distance from the source is much larger than the dimensions of the sensor array, and the far-jeld approximation is a sensible approximation. In the far field, the wavefront delay r(r) is approximately linear in the projection of r on the unit vector U pointing towards the source, where c is the speed of (acoustic or electromagnetic) wave propagation.
Let x(r, t) be the signal picked up by a sensor at position r. As one special case we will consider a two-dimensional array of sensors, with position coordinates p and q so that rpq = prl + qrz with orthogonal vectors rl and rz in the sensor plane. In the farfield approximation (I), the sensor observations of the source are advanced in time by rPq = PTI + q h , where 1 C are the inter-time differences (ITD) of source between adjacent sensors on the grid along the p and q place coordinates, respectively. Knowledge of the angle coordinates 71 and r2 uniquely determines, through (2), the direction vector U along which source impinges the array, in reference to the { p , q } plane.
The signal observed at sensor with position coordinates p and 9 can be expressed as
where npl ( t ) represent additive noise in the sensor observations. A gradient flow formulation is obtained by evaluating spatial gradients of xpq along the p and q position coordinates, around the origin p = q = 0: As an example, consider the first-order case k = 1, corresponding to (3):
(t).
By time-differentiating the expression for (00, the problem of estimating time delays converts to standard linear regression 01 multiple sourcos, the observed sensor signals contain mixtures of delayed source signals, which gradient flow converts to linear mixtures of temporal derivatives of the source rignals. Under the assumptions that the source signals are independent. this forniulation is equivalent to standard independent component analysis (ICA), and a number of approaches exist for solving this problem. An interesting corrolary is that the mixing coeffcicnts obtained from ICA on gradient flow transformed sensor data directly yield thc angles of incoming source waves relative to the array, performing blind separation and localization of multiple sources at once. Details are given in a precursor of this paper [5] .
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The system block diagram implementing gradient flow for bearing estimation is shown in Figure 1 . The differential amplification block approximates spatial and temporal gradients by computing linite differences on a planar grid of four sensors. Common-mode crror correction of the first-order spatial gradients compensates for gain mismatch between sensors observations. Using temporal derivative and first-ordcr spatial gradients estimates of time delays 7, and m are obtained.
Spatial and temporal derivative sensing
The proposed gradient flow technique requires computation of temporal derivative and first-order spatial gradients along p and q directions of the signal impinging on the sensor array. Estimates of coo, (10 and (01 are obtained by finite-difference gradient approximation on a grid. using a planar array of four sensors: 
The temporal derivative computation is illustrated in Figure 3 . The first order spatial gradient in p direction IO, again cen- 
t i n at time instances nT -5 and nT
The computation is illustrated in Figure 4 . First order spatial gradient in q direction, col, is computed in the same fashion.
As an example, switched-capacitor realization of the computation of the first-order spatial gradient is shown in Figurc 5 .
Common-made suppression
Before hearing estimation of direction cosines using temporal and spatial gradients, common mode offset correction is performed on the estimated spatial gradients. Common mode offsets arise from gain mismatch errors in the sensors and in the circuits computing the gradients, and can be represented to first order as (10
From second order statistics, the correlation between any signal and its time-derivative is zero
which implies that the correlation between common-mode and gradient variable is also zero The spatial gradient with eliminated systematic common-mode error is then estimated using
To estimate € 1 , digital sign-sign LMS (SS-LMS) adaptation is used. E , is updated using a 12-hit digital counter and it is represented in two's complement
The 8 most significant bits are presented to a multiplying DIA capacitor array to COnStNCt the LMS error signal, in this case <lo,
The range of common-mode error correction is designed to compensate for at most 5 percent of the average signal in the spatial gradients.
Bearing estimation
For bearing time-delay estimation, digital SS-LMS differential online adaptation is used in implementation similar to the one used for common-mode error correction. 
One characteristic of the discrete-lime implementation is that the ratio of computed spatial and temporal derivative is proportional to sampling frequency of the systems. If for example the smpling frequency is 16 kHz, the minimum time delay that can bc resolved is 0.375 us.
RESULTS
The architecture was integrated on a single chip fabricated in 0.5pm CMOS technology. To demonstrate the gradient Row hearing estimation. the following experimental setup was used. The sampling frequency of the system was 2 kHz. A sinewave signal of 200 Hz was fed to the inputs which represent the signal observed at sensors 510 and X O I . The sinewave was passed through low-pass RC filter, which introduces a delay. The delayed sinewave was fed to chip input representing sensor signals 5-10 and XO-1. Figure 6 illustrates computation of the spatial gradient for a given delay. By varying the resistance, the delay is changed. Amplitude differences between the two sinewaves are compensated on-chip by common-mode cancelation. The delay was vaned from 20 ps to 400 11s. in 20 ps increments. The chip outputs hit-serial digital estimates of r, and T Z , obtained directly from the bearing registers (19). The recorded delay TI as a function of actual delay is shown in Figure 7 .
CONCLUSION
We presented a robust mixed-signal architecture for gradient flow bearing estimation, that combats problems of gain mismatch and l/f noise originating from the sensor array and preamplifiers. The principle was demonstrated on an experimental prototype with 4 sensor analog inputs and 2 digital estimated time delay outputs. The chip can potentially he integrated with the sensor array, for a small, compact, battery-operated "smart" sensor applications in surveillance and hearing aids.
